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Vacationing in Winter Harbor, Maine, is a
tradition for Vanessa and Justine Sands,
and that means spending time with the
Carmichael boys. This summer, Vanessa is
determined to channel some of her older
sisters boldness, get over her fear of the
ocean, and maybe turn her friendship with
Simon Carmichael into something much
more. But when Justine goes cliff-diving
after a big family argument, and her body
washes ashore the next day, Vanessa is
sure that it was more than an accident. She
is more certain of this, when she discovers
that her sister was keeping some big secrets
and Caleb Carmichaels gone missing.
Suddenly, the entire oceanfront town is
abuzz when a series of grim, water-related
accidents occur, with the male victims
washed ashore grinning from ear to ear.
Vanessa and Simon team up to figure out if
these creepy deaths have anything to do
with Justine and Caleb. But will what
Vanessa discovers mean the end of her
summer romance, or even life as she knows
it?
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